
TREASURE BASKETS

Top tips on how to create and use a treasure basket at home 

Place the basket close to your child so they can
reach each object and move things around easily
Pick a time when they are well fed and alert - their
enjoyment will last longer.
Whilst it's really an experience for them to indulge in
by themselves, it's important to be close by so you
can step in if they need help. It's also a lovely
opportunity for mums to watch them working their
way through the basket - especially as they get older
and can decipher the difference between textures,
sounds and smells.
Change and move the items around in the basket to
keep the activity fresh. We have lots of different
basket ideas below that you can use to create new
interest in the activity or visit out Treasure Basket
board on Pinterest. 
Check the basket regularly to ensure all of the items
are still intact and not dangerous for your child to
play with

 Top tips to enhance the experience:

Treasure baskets have been used for decades by
childcare professionals as a means of teaching
young babies how to select, touch,  taste
and  feel. It's a simple idea but one that
seemingly works to delight and inspire little
eyes, ears and mouths - enriching their
experience of objects around them and helping
them to gain confidence in  making
decisions.  Babies  of all ages can appreciate the
sensory delights of a basket, as long as it
contains age-appropriate objects. Babies from 3
months will love watching a jar roll to and fro (fill
it with beads or anything that makes a noise to
enhance their experience) whilst an 8 month old
will adore a loofah they can pick out and crawl
after or a whisk they can bang against a bowl.
It's also important to get the timing right - a tired
baby will get bored quickly.
 

Kitchen Basket
The kitchen is a delight for little eyes and ears so
it's no surprise that these types of baskets are
often the most popular. Good  items to use  include
a pastry brush, soft spoon, ladle, old pan, wooden
spatula, whisk, pan scourer, juicer, bun tray and a
honey drizzler. You can even include
used  margarine pots or clear jars containing dry
spaghetti, raisins  or beans - anything that makes
an interesting noise or sight works wonders, just
make sure they are securely fastened or sealed so
the bits don't escape!

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/twinklesnursery/treasure-baskets/


Mixed Basket
A mixed basket can contain any household or garden
items as long as they have a stimulating texture,
colour or shape. A new toothbrush, bath ducks, a soft
ball, hair comb, an old remote, sea shells, ribbons,
pieces of fabric, a bunch of keys, the more objects
and contrasting textures in there the better!!
Soft Basket
This is a lovely one for younger babies and can be
utilised for older tots too, using different items.
Classic objects to include are: a soft sponge, fluffy
flannel, cotton wool, a soft toy,  velvet powder puff,
velour material, ball of wool and  a soft baby brush.
Let them feel the textures against their hands and
skin and see how the different objects vary in their
softness.
Stacking Basket
Toddlers adore building things and a stacking basket
can be utilised to make all sorts of weird and
wonderful structures. Fill it with wooden toys,
stacking rings, long tubes of old toilet rolls, used
cardboard boxes - anything that has a sturdy base
and can be used to build big towers with! As they get
older they can start to play around with colour by
painting some of the objects and gluing them
together to make their own little piece of art - perfect
for harnessing their creativity.
 
 

Nature Basket
You can't beat a good walk around the countryside
for some perfect treasure basket contents. Pine
cones, bark, leaves  (contrasting in colour and
texture), grass, rocks, seashells, large pebbles and
small logs are all perfect additions. Collecting the
objects can be as much fun for older children as it
can be exploring them. An older sibling could collect
items to make a Nature Basket for your baby. At first
your little one will simply want to touch, smell and
hold them but as they grow older the nature basket
can become more of a teaching tool to increase their
understanding of the world around them. 
Colourful Basket
Babies are mesmerised by colour and  gain great
enjoyment from contrasting objects. Younger babies
will be happy with a basket full of red, black and
white, whilst older tots up to  2 years old will love
a  big rainbow  collection of objects. Mix patterned
fabrics with block coloured ribbons, card, toys and
bags. Coloured hair rollers, satin scrunchies and mini
bean bags are also lovely to include. Creating this
type of basket is easy to do - just search the house
and see what you can find. You could also make a
selection of coloured baskets, each with a range of
different interesting items of one colour for toddlers
to explore and sort. 
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Play or Action Basket
A basket filled with objects that require your tot to do
something is particularly exciting for toddlers -
especially if they're at that 'mimic mummy' stage and
love the whole notion of pretending to cook and
answer the phone.  A plastic tea pot  filled with water
can be used to 'pour tea' into cups,  plastic knives
and  forks can be  used to 'set the table'  whilst a mini
saucepan, bowls can be used to 'make dinner' and the
handset from an old telephone can used to ring
granny. You could even theme the items around a
favourite story such as the Tiger Who Came to Tea or
the Hungry Caterpillar and if you mix the items up
now and again,  it will  remain a firm favourite for
months to come.
Noisy Basket
Children love to hear and make noises  - it's
comforting to the senses and gives them a great deal
of satisfaction when they experience a new or
interesting noise - especially if it's made by them!
You can fill the basket with a variety of items - a
bunch of keys, jars with  beads in, bells, wooden
spoons, a small pan and a metal mixing bowl,
anything that makes a pleasing sound is great to
include. Jars are ideal for filling with different objects
such as hair grips,  mini fridge magnets,  lentils or
buttons and all make interesting sounds.

Basket of Brushes
It's amazing how many different types of brushes
there are, and they come in such a range of materials,
shapes, sizes and colours that a whole basket of
them is very interesting for little hands to explore. 
Sock Basket
Another way to introduce colour, pattern and texture
to young children is socks. Lots of babies socks
come witch things attached such as characters,
rattles or pom poms! Then there's a wide range of
patterns, slipper socks with bumpy grips, extra fluffy
ones, soft ones and scratchy wool ones!
Metal Basket
Instead of adding all the objects to a wicker basket,
use a metal fruit bowl instead. Interesting items to
add could be a tea strainer, a whisk, measuring
spoons, a sieve or colander, bangles, napkin rings, a
fish slice and anything else that is metal or shiny.
Just check carefully to make sure nothing is sharp.
Buttons Basket
Anyone with a young child will know that the tv
remote or a mobile phone offers great fascination for
young children. So save all the remotes and anything
else similar to make a basket with buttons to press.
You can add phones, calculators, a controller for
games consoles and anything else you can find. 
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